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ABSTRACT

The ozone evolution in the lower stratosphere of the Southern Hemisphere during the period 5–10 August
1994 is analyzed. The analysis focuses on the ozone ‘‘collar’’ (the band of maximum values in ozone mixing
ratio around the Antarctic ozone ‘‘hole’’ at these altitudes) and the development of ‘‘collar filaments.’’ Ozone
mixing ratios provided by the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on board the Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellite and by an ER-2 aircraft participating in the Airborne Southern Hemisphere Ozone Experiment/Mea-
surements for Assessing the Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft campaign are compared with values at corresponding
locations in high-resolution isentropic maps obtained by using the numerical scheme of ‘‘contour advection with
surgery’’ (CAS).

The CAS reconstructed ozone maps provide a view of the way in which air masses are exported from the
outskirts of the collar to form the ‘‘tongues’’ of higher mixing ratios observed at lower latitudes on MLS synoptic
maps. There is an overall consistency between the datasets insofar as the collar location is concerned. This
location seems to be primarily defined by the local properties of the flow. Nevertheless the CAS reconstructed
collar tends to become weaker than that depicted by MLS data. By means of radiative calculation estimates, it
is argued that diabatic descent may be responsible for maintaining the ozone concentration approximately constant
in the collar while filaments isentropically disperse collarlike mixing ratios from this region toward lower latitudes.

1. Introduction

In this paper we examine the evolution of ozone mix-
ing ratios in the lower southern stratosphere during a
five-day period of the mid- to late winter. Specifically,
we select the 510-K and 470-K potential temperature
surfaces and the period 5–10 August 1994. At those
levels and times, the ozone ‘‘hole’’ is an outstanding
feature of the ozone distribution. There is broad con-
sensus on the processes that lead to the ozone hole for-
mation. During the mid- to late southern winter the polar
night vortex isentropically isolates the polar regions
from lower latitudes (McIntyre 1989; Hartmann et al.
1989; Schoeberl et al. 1992; Bowman 1993; Chen
1994). Inside the vortex descent rates are weak and
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ozone mixing ratios are mainly determined by chemical
effects (Rosenfield et al. 1994; Manney et al. 1995a,c).
A chemically perturbed region (CPR) appears as tem-
peratures become low enough for polar stratospheric
cloud formation, and sunlight activates catalytic reaction
cycles responsible for ozone depletion (Schoeberl and
Hartmann 1991).

Also in the lower southern stratosphere during the
late southern winter, data from the Microwave Limb
Sounder (MLS) on board the Upper Atmosphere Re-
search Satellite (UARS) typically show a ‘‘collar’’ of
higher ozone mixing ratio around the ozone hole (Waters
et al. 1993; Manney et al. 1995b). At approximately the
same location, data provided by the Cryogenic Limb
Array Etalon Spectrometer (also on board UARS) reveal
the existence of a collar of higher ClONO2 mixing ratios
(Roche et al. 1994). The enhanced ClONO2 concentra-
tions are the result of ClO deactivation by NO2 (Chip-
perfield et al. 1997) and indirectly an indicator that in
this region ClO is not active in destroying ozone.
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Dynamical and chemical effects may cooperate to
produce the ozone collar. Studies of the dispersion prop-
erties of the flow in polar regions have demonstrated
that the vortex core is surrounded by a highly energetic
strain-dominated circulation (Trounday et al. 1995; Pap-
parella et al. 1997). Quasi-isentropic large-scale motion
associated with planetary wave propagation and break-
ing is responsible for the formation of ‘‘vortex fila-
ments,’’ which can carry air from the outskirts of the
vortex toward lower latitudes (Juckes and McIntyre
1987; Polvani and Plumb 1992; Bowman and Mangus
1993; Chen et al. 1994; Bowman 1993; Waugh et al.
1994; Schoeberl and Newman 1995; Manney et al.
1995c; Newman et al. 1996; Mariotti et al. 1997; Or-
solini et al. 1997). The vortex filaments may also con-
tribute to enhanced chemical processes in the ozone
collar by stretching around the vortex core and favoring
mixing between air masses from polar and midlatitudes
in a way similar to that suggested by Chipperfield et al.
(1997) for the ClONO2 collar.

In this study we aim to better understand the evolution
of the ozone collar by contrasting MLS ozone values
to their counterparts in reconstructed isentropic maps
obtained with the high-resolution numerical scheme of
‘‘contour advection with surgery’’ (CAS) (Waugh and
Plumb 1994; Norton 1994). The input to the CAS al-
gorithm consists of 1) the global-synoptic ozone fields
derived from MLS data (version 3) calculated using the
method of Elson and Froidevaux (1993) and 2) the hor-
izontal wind distributions provided by analyses com-
piled at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weath-
er Forecasts (ECMWF).

The CAS calculations assume that fluid parcels con-
serve 1) potential temperature and 2) ozone mixing ra-
tio. Satellite measurements and temporal sequences of
winds from meteorological analyses have been used by
several authors to attempt a ‘‘reconstruction’’ of unre-
solved features on global satellite maps (Pierce et al.
1994; Sutton et al. 1994; Morris et al. 1995). Manney
et al. (1995a,c) performed three-dimensional Lagrang-
ian calculations to estimate the relative impact of dia-
batic and chemical effects on the ozone distribution.
These authors find that descent over Antarctica in late
winter is mostly concentrated on the outskirts of the
vortex and that descent rates are generally weak (0.4 K
day21) below 520 K. They also find that vortex averaged
mixing ratios are mainly determined by chemical ef-
fects.

On short timescales and outside the CPR, however,
transport processes, both isentropic and diabatic, may
still play an important role in determining the ozone
distribution. To address this issue we follow a two-
pronged approach. First, we compare the results of our
CAS isentropic calculations with MLS data along the
satellite’s orbits. We also perform a similar comparison
with data obtained by an ER-2 aircraft participating in
the Airbone Southern Hemisphere Ozone Experiment/
Measurements for Assessing the Effects of Stratospheric

Aircraft (ASHOE/MAESA) campaign. Second, we cal-
culate diabatic descent rates using the radiative code of
the ECMWF model (Mocrette 1991) and estimate their
impact on the ozone collar concentrations.

The paper starts in section 2 by presenting a descrip-
tion of the data. Section 3 investigates the ozone evo-
lution at 510 K during the period 5–10 August 1994.
In this context, we examine MLS synoptic fields and
CAS reconstructed maps and discuss the reconstructed
features through direct comparisons with MLS orbit data
(Level 3AT, at 65.536-s centers resolution). Here we
also compare MLS synoptic data at 470 K, CAS-re-
constructed maps, and ER-2 data. Section 3 also pre-
sents the results from our diabatic descent rate calcu-
lations. Section 4 includes a discussion of results and
presents our conclusions.

2. Description of data

a. Satellite and aircraft data

The MLS instrument on board the UARS (Reber
1990) has been providing measurements of ozone and
other atmospheric constituents throughout the strato-
sphere since late September 1991. The satellite covers
a geographical domain extending from 808 latitude in
one hemisphere to 348 in the other at a rate of 15 orbits
per day during a 36-day-long period. At the end of the
period the satellite switches over by a 1808 rotation to
alternatively cover both hemispheres. Our analysis starts
on 5 August 1994, when the UARS turned to observe
the Southern Hemisphere. The ozone data were obtained
by the MLS 205-GHz radiometer described by Barath
et al. (1993). The measurements were performed ac-
cording to the technique presented by Waters (1993)
and were retrieved and validated as described in Fro-
idevaux et al. (1996). The MLS instrument scans the
atmospheric limb at 908 to the satellite velocity vector,
providing an atmospheric profile once every 65.5 s ap-
proximately every 400 km along the satellite track. Each
profile is an ‘‘average’’ over a similar distance along
the line of sight. We use MLS data version 3. In the
lower stratosphere Froidevaux et al. (1996) estimate that
this data has an (rms) accuracy of the order of 0.3 parts
per million volume (ppmv) and an effective vertical
resolution of approximately 4 km, which is about 80 K.

The ozone data from the ER-2 aircraft participating
in the ASHOE/MAESA campaign (Tuck et al. 1997)
was obtained by the ER-2 UV absorption photometer
(Proffitt et al. 1989). We use information collected along
sections of the flights performed at about 470 K (be-
tween 460 K and 490 K) on 8 and 10 August 1994. All
measurements in this altitude range were linearly in-
terpolated to the 470-K surface using a vertical gradient
also estimated from the ER-2 data. The aircraft took off
from Christchurch, New Zealand (438S, 172.58E), and
also sampled other atmospheric constituents as well as
temperature along the flight track with a horizontal sam-
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pling of approximately 1 km (1-Hz measuring frequen-
cy).

b. Data for the CAS calculations

MLS synoptic ozone distributions were derived from
the MLS data on UARS pressure levels according to
Elson and Froidevaux (1993) at 1200 UTC on each day
during the selected period. Those distributions have a
grid size of 48 lat 3 58 long on pressure levels. The
data processing for this study consisted of three steps.
First, the ozone distributions were regridded to the grid
of the ECMWF wind analysis using a vertical inter-
polation from UARS pressure levels to ECMWF pres-
sure levels and a horizontal interpolation with a bilinear
scheme from the 48 lat 3 58 long grid to a Gaussian
grid with 128 3 32 points per hemisphere. Second,
ozone and wind components were vertically interpolated
as in Brunet et al. (1995) to obtain fields at selected
isentropic levels. Third, the resulting fields were ex-
panded in terms of spherical harmonics and mapped
onto a Gaussian grid with 256 3 96 points per hemi-
sphere.

A 30-min time step is used for the advection calcu-
lations and a cubic spline scheme to interpolate in time
the wind data, which is originally available at 6-h time
intervals. Southern Hemisphere wind analyses suffer
from a sparseness of direct measurements. Since we
perform isentropic calculations, we apply a low-pass
filter to the divergent component of the isentropic wind,
which is very noisy on synoptic timescales. Contours
for the initial ozone distribution are obtained by cal-
culating isolines at discrete mixing ratio values. The
discretization interval is 0.2 ppmv, which is slightly
smaller than the estimated uncertainty of MLS data. The
spatial resolution of the CAS calculations depends on
the density of the nodes use to define the contours, which
is controlled by the parameter m, and on the critical
distance between the contours d, which define the
threshhold for surgery to take place. Here we select the
CAS parameters to allow for a resolution of about 20
km. Further details on the CAS scheme as it is used in
this study are given in the appendix.

c. Data for diabatic descent rates calculations

The diabatic descent rates are calculated from the
thermodynamic equation in which diabatic heating rates
are obtained using the radiative code of the ECMWF
model (Morcrette 1991). This algorithm is based on
narrowband models in which Voigt line shape is used
for the upper levels. The radiative descent is calculated
for clear sky using temperatures retrieved from the
ECMWF analysis. The CO2 profile is prescribed from
the climatology, while the ozone profile is taken from
MLS data interpolated to the model levels. The resulting
descent is then combined with the vertical derivative of

ozone mixing ratio calculated on MLS levels to provide
the vertical ozone transport (Du/Dt)(][O3]/]u).

3. Results

a. CAS reconstructed ozone fields

Figure 1 shows MLS orbit ozone and ECMWF po-
tential vorticity (PV) as a function of latitude at 510 K
along the UARS orbit at about 1200 UTC on 8 August
1994. As MLS samples the ozone distribution when the
satellite is approaching the pole or moving away from
it, mixing ratios have larger values in a latitude band
of approximately 208 to 308 width centered at about
558S. We will refer to this band as the ‘‘ozone collar.’’
There are other narrow bands with minimum mixing
ratios along both the poleward and equatorward flanks
of the collar (inner and outer edge, respectively). Figure
1 shows enhanced PV gradients near the ozone maxima.
According to Juckes and McIntyre (1987) and McIntyre
(1989), these high gradients mark the ‘‘dynamical edge’’
of the vortex. Synoptic plots of ECMWF wind also at
510 K (not shown) indicate that the stratospheric jet
core is approximately within the collar region.

The MLS synoptic ozone fields at 510 K on each day
from 5 to 10 August 1994 are shown in Fig. 2. The
region with mixing ratios greater than ;3.3 ppmv
around the Pole corresponds to the ozone collar. This
feature evolves from a pattern with a strong zonal wave-
number-2 component on 5 August toward a nearly zonal
symmetric configuration by 10 August. Figure 3 shows
the CAS reconstructed ozone maps in a calculation from
initial conditions on 5 August 1994, for the same period
covered in Fig. 2. On the larger scales, the evolution of
the ozone collar in the maps of Figs. 2 and 3 is generally
similar. The CAS reconstructed maps reveal a fine struc-
ture inside the collar with a tendency to progressively
thin out during the period. The map for 8 August in Fig.
2d shows a trough in the lower left quadrant, as the
collar is locally displaced toward the equator. The maps
for 9 and 10 August in Figs. 2e and 2f show an eastward
translation and progressive weakening of the trough.
The CAS reconstructed maps capture this feature even
more sharply showing a breaking of the trough on 10
August.

Outside the collar, the MLS synoptic fields of Fig. 2
show pools of lower mixing ratio (;2.7 ppmv). The
intermediate regions with higher mixing ratios (;3.3
ppmv) appear as ‘‘tongues’’ of air from the vortex body.
One large pool of lower mixing ratios is in the lower
right quadrant of Fig. 2a, straddling the collar and a
tongue of higher mixing ratios on the equatorward side.
This pool moves eastward to appear in the lower left
quadrant of Fig. 2d, has a considerably smaller size in
Fig. 2e, and has practically disappeared in Fig. 2f. On
10 August, another tongue of air with higher mixing
ratios stretches across the upper left quadrant of Fig.
2f.
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FIG. 1. MLS ozone (ppmv) at 510 K (solid line with diamonds) and ECMWF PV (absolute
values in PVU, 1 PVU 5 1026 km2 s21 kg21, dashed line), as a function of latitude along the
UARS orbit at 1200 UTC on 8 Aug 1994. The shaded area represents the region where MLS data
are unavailable.

The sequence of snapshots in Fig. 3 offers a recon-
struction of how the air masses from the vortex body
may evolve to form planetary-scale features in the ozone
distribution. On 8 August the CAS reconstructed maps
show two major sets of filaments spanning the upper
left and the lower left quadrant of Fig. 3d, both of which
are separated from the collar by regions of low mixing
ratios. Figures 3e and 3f show how these filaments wrap
around the vortex and form, by 10 August, numerous
secondary structures. However, unlike in the MLS syn-
optic field of Fig. 2f, a region of low mixing ratio per-
sists in the lower left quadrant of Fig. 3f between the
equatorward flank of the collar and the filament.

The CAS reconstructed maps of Fig. 3 also show a
population of finer filaments with horizontal scales
smaller than those that can be resolved by the MLS
synoptic fields. The collar itself appears as an ensemble
of thin filaments wrapping around the vortex core. At
times, these filaments stretch out from the collar and
export air with high mixing ratios toward lower lati-
tudes. These features do not have a clear counterpart in
the MLS synoptic fields of Fig. 2, in which higher mix-
ing ratios are primarily confined to the collar. The CAS
reconstructed filaments progressively cascade to finer
scales and are eventually eliminated by the ‘‘surgery’’
component of CAS (see section 4 and the appendix).
On 10 August, the lower right quadrant of the map in
Fig. 3f shows filaments in an advanced cascading stage.
The corresponding region in Fig. 2f instead presents
homogeneous mixing ratios, whose values are roughly

equal to the area average of those in the CAS recon-
structed maps in Fig. 3f for the same region.

As a measure of the agreement between the MLS orbit
and the corresponding CAS reconstructed values we cal-
culate the linear correlation coefficient between the two
datasets, in which the latter was spatially averaged to
match the resolution of the former. Figure 4a shows this
correlation coefficient as a function of time. The initial
correlation coefficient is 0.9 since the CAS calculation
is initialized with the MLS synoptic ozone field, which
results from an interpolation of MLS orbit data. The
correlation rapidly drops to 0.75 by day 1 and then more
gradually to 0.7 by day 5. For comparison, we also plot
in Fig. 4a the persistence correlation coefficient between
MLS orbit data and the initial MLS synoptic ozone field.
The two curves in Fig. 4a are very close to each other
at the beginning of the calculation but differ by about
0.1 toward the end. Figure 4b shows the correlation
coefficient along each orbit between MLS orbit data and
nonspatially averaged CAS reconstructed values. The
curve in Fig. 4b shows large fluctuations starting early
on in time, with values as low as about 0.4 after day 1
and as high as about 0.8 for some orbits around day 3.

Further insight into the nature of the differences be-
tween MLS orbit ozone data and CAS resolution-de-
graded data can be gained from Fig. 5a and 5b, which
show the mean and the variance of the MLS orbit and
CAS reconstructed data, respectively, by latitude bins
of 0.58 for the period 5–10 August. Most relevant in
Fig. 5a is the difference between the two latitude means
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FIG. 4. Correlation (a) between MLS orbit and CAS reconstructed
(area-averaged) data calculated as a function of time (solid line) and
between MLS orbit and persistence of the initial ozone field (dashed
line) and (b) between MLS orbit and CAS reconstructed data cal-
culated for each UARS orbit (eight orbits per day).

FIG. 5. MLS orbit (dashed line) and CAS reconstructed (solid line)
data binned by latitude. Values are (a) means and (b) variances over
the period 5–10 Aug 1994.

in the band between 508 and 658S (i.e., in the collar
region), with MLS orbit mean values being larger than
CAS reconstructed ones by as much as 1 ppmv. Regular
fluctuations with a length scale of ;58 can be observed
in both means, especially between 458 and 658S. Al-
though, as already noted, the two datasets have very
different values in this region, which questions the va-
lidity of the isentropic reconstruction, the similarity in
these fluctuations may be interpreted as an indication
that the main features of the ozone concentration ob-
served by MLS have counterparts among those shown
in Fig. 3. Figure 5b shows that the variance of the MLS
orbit data is larger than that of the CAS reconstructed
data, especially in the latitude band 508 and 658S. This
is partly because MLS orbit data are not limited to the

concentration range defined by the isolines of the CAS
reconstructed data. Also, the limited accuracy of the
MLS measurements (;0.3 ppmv) will contribute to en-
hance the variance associated with the MLS orbit mean.

b. Comparisons between satellite, aircraft, and
CAS reconstructed ozone data

In this section we examine ozone mixing ratios from
sections of flights performed by the ER-2 aircraft on 8
and 10 August 1994 at approximately 470 K (see section
2b). The data are compared with MLS synoptic data and
CAS reconstructed data for the same level calculated
from initial conditions on 5 August 1994. Figure 6
shows the sections along the tracks of both flights. The
CAS reconstructed ozone maps at 2300 UTC on 8 and
10 August are displayed in Fig. 7, which also includes
the flight path of the ER-2 aircraft.
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FIG. 6. Ozone mixing ratio as a function of latitude along the ER-2 aircraft flight track (a) on 8 Aug 1994 (track in Fig. 7a) and (b) on
10 Aug 1994 (track in Fig. 7b). Mixing ratios from ER-2 measurements (thin solid line) from a CAS calculation at 470 K along the ER-2
trajectory (thick dashed line) and an equatorward-shifted trajectory (thick solid) and, also at 470 K, from the MLS synoptic ozone field
(dotted–dashed line).

FIG. 7. CAS reconstructed map at 470 K on (a) 8 Aug 1994 at 2300 UTC, and (b) 10 Aug 1994 at 2300 UTC. The projection is stereographic
about the South Pole and extends down to latitude 258S. The track of the ER-2 flight performed around the same time is also marked on
the map.

As the ER-2 flew equatorward along the paths indi-
cated in Figs. 7a and 7b (see Figs. 6a,b), the aircraft
sampled ozone mixing ratios that decrease abruptly at
latitudes 518 and 628S, respectively. The decrease is
about 1 ppmv over less than 18. Thereon, values sampled
fluctuate around a mean of about 2.25 ppmv. The cor-
responding MLS synoptic mixing ratios also show a
decrease, but this occurs more gradually than depicted

by ER-2 data. As discussed in section 3a of this paper,
ozone mixing ratio at 510 K decreases equatorward of
the collar. Similarly, at 470 K, the decrease observed
by the ER-2 and MLS is consistent with the transition
to the outside of the collar. In addition to the local min-
imum at 518S, the ER-2 dataset for 8 August (Fig. 6a)
shows another local minimum with nearly the same am-
plitude around 568S. The CAS reconstructed map for
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this date (Fig. 7a) shows that the flight path of the air-
craft is on the outskirts of the collar on the eastward
flank of a trough. At the equatorward side of the flight
path there are filaments with higher mixing ratios. In
Fig. 6a we report the CAS reconstructed data along the
ER-2 trajectory and also along a parallel trajectory that
is shifted equatorward by 58. In this region located near
a trough the CAS reconstructed data are very sensitive
to phase errors in the analyzed winds and there is much
improved agreement of the shifted CAS reconstructed
with the observed ER-2 ozone data. Similarly, in Fig.
6b for 10 August, the MLS synoptic data do not resolve
the sharp vortex boundary and the CAS reconstructed
section shows a much better fit to the observations when
shifted equatorward by 38. These results suggest that
CAS is able to reconstruct the small-scale features and
their spatial ordering but somewhat misses the geo-
graphical location by a few degrees.

c. Diabatic descent rates in the collar region

Figure 8 shows for the same dates as Figs. 2 and 3
the descent rates at 510 K. The descent is about 21 K
day21 over Antarctica with a maximum over eastern
Antarctica. The continent is surrounded from the central
Pacific Ocean sector east to the western Indian Ocean
sector by weaker descent rates of about 20.5 K day21.
This descent occurs over the collar or slightly outside,
and is separated from the core by a region of weak
ascent. A wide and intense (up to 21.5 K day21) descent
lies over the collar elsewhere, especially between Ant-
arctica and Australia. The accuracy of these calculations
is somewhat limited by the low vertical resolution of
the ECMWF model in the stratosphere, but they agree
fairly well with previous results (e.g., Manney et al.
1995a). Our interest here is in the geographical distri-
bution of descent. By combining this descent with the
MLS ozone profile, we have calculated the vertical
ozone transport, which is shown in Fig. 9. Positive val-
ues correspond to ozone decrease, which is small but
well spread inside the vortex corresponding to descent
of air from depleted layers above 510 K. Negative values
correspond to ozone increase, which is concentrated
over the collar and is particularly strong (up to 20.05
ppmv day21) south of Australia, where descent is in-
tense. It is tempting to associate this downward transport
with the ozone maximum of about 10.1 ppmv with
respect to the environment that appears in this region
on 9 and 10 August (see Fig. 2). There is, however, no
clear correlation with such intense descent for the max-
ima on 6 August in the central Pacific, albeit some weak
upstream precursors exist over South America and the
Atlantic on 5 and 6 August. It is, therefore, plausible
that the sudden ozone increases in the collar region, at
least those on 9 and 10 August, are due to descent of
overlying ozone-rich air.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We have analyzed the ozone evolution in the lower
stratosphere of the Southern Hemisphere from 5–10 Au-
gust 1994. The analysis was based on comparisons be-
tween ozone mixing ratios provided by the MLS in-
strument on board the UARS, the ER-2 UV Absorption
Photometer instrument on board an ER-2 aircraft, and
maps obtained with the numerical scheme of CAS. The
band of maximum values in ozone mixing ratio at these
altitudes, which we have referred to in this paper as the
ozone collar, has been examined in relation to isentropic
transport.

Outside the ozone collar, CAS reconstructed maps
provide a description of how air masses may be exported
from the collar outskirts to form the tongues of higher
mixing ratios observed at lower latitudes on MLS syn-
optic fields. Despite the a priori importance of chemical
effects (Anderson et al. 1989), the ozone mixing ratios
outside the collar during the selected 5-day period
seemed to be primarily determined by isentropic trans-
port. In this region CAS reconstructed and MLS orbit
datasets give very similar 5-day mean latitude sections.
Among the various features reconstructed during the
CAS calculation that show consistent relationships with
MLS or ER-2 observations are filaments with transverse
widths ranging from about 500 to 1000 km that can
extend up to about a quarter of a hemisphere at mid-
latitudes. The correlation between CAS reconstructed
and MLS orbit datasets over single UARS orbits shows
large fluctuations with comparisons giving a correlation
as low as approximately 0.4 after day 1 and as high as
0.8 for some orbits around day 3. As shown by the
comparison with the ER-2 data, these fluctuations may
be attributed in part to discrepancies in the timing and
location of corresponding features in the CAS recon-
structed data and observations. These discrepancies
must be compared to the uncertainties in the MLS syn-
optic dataset (Froidevaux et al. 1996). The quality of
the wind analyses may also affect the errors. Pickering
et al. (1996) compare trajectory calculations using dif-
ferent Southern Hemisphere wind fields and find that
individual trajectories may be in error by as much as
1000 km over a 5-day-long calculation. Fairlie et al.
(1997) perform a reverse domain filling calculation and
noticed a poor agreement between ER-2 data and re-
constructed potential vorticity values. The offset be-
tween the two datasets mentioned in this paper implies
a poor score when simple correlations are computed,
although a better agreement is obtained by shifting the
CAS reconstruction by a few degrees.

The 5-day mean latitude sections for CAS recon-
structed and MLS orbit datasets show that overall the
observed location of the collar is consistent with that
depicted by the CAS reconstructed maps. The CAS re-
constructed CPR seems effectively isolated from the
collar and, in agreement with what is observed by MLS,
no CAS reconstructed filaments with collarlike mixing
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ratios are found in this region where values remain ap-
proximately constant throughout the 5-day period. Con-
versely, no CPR-like mixing ratios extend into the collar.
This picture is consistent with the dispersion properties
expected for the flow in this region (Trounday et al.
1995; Papparella et al. 1997).

The synoptic plots show that toward the end of the
5-day period, the CAS reconstructed collar tends to pro-
gressively thin out. We did not find a similar tendency
in the MLS synoptic fields. The 5-day mean latitude
sections between 508 and 658S (i.e., in the collar region),
show that MLS orbit mean values are larger than CAS
reconstructed ones by as much as 1 ppmv and also have
a larger variance. An inspection of a broader MLS da-
taset, for the same conditions in southern winter but for
different years, suggests that an ozone collar similar to
that examined here is a robust feature of the ozone dis-
tribution from mid-July to September (Waters et al.
1993; Manney et al. 1995b). A priori, the surgery com-
ponent of CAS could artifically eliminate filaments from
the collar when these become too thin. To gain insight
into this issue, we carried out calculations changing the
value of the surgery parameter d to increase the reso-
lution (0.0015 instead of 0.0025) but did not find sub-
stantial changes in our results. It appears, therefore, that
the CAS reconstructed collar has a tendency to thin out
because filaments from this region are advected to lower
latitudes. This cannot be confirmed by MLS orbit data
because of the limited resolution, but it seems to be
supported by the ER-2 data. By calculating diabatic de-
scent rates we show that the region of discrepancy is
also that of maximum descent and ozone tendency over
the collar. Therefore, we speculate that diabatic descent
is responsible for maintaining the high mixing ratios
observed in the ozone collar. In addition, descent can
contribute to the observed shift owing to the sloping
structure of the vortex. By remaining strictly isentropic,
CAS misses the latitudinal shift induced by descent of
the sloping structure. This hypothesis remains to be con-
firmed by further work.
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APPENDIX

The CAS Algorithm

The initial condition for the CAS algorithm (Waugh
and Plumb 1994; Norton 1994) is a set of N isolines
corresponding to selected values of the tracer’s concen-
tration. Nodes are distributed along the isolines to define

the initial contours. The evolution of the tracer is re-
constructed by advecting the contour nodes with ob-
served winds; accuracy is maintained by periodically
redistributing the nodes and applying contour surgery
(Dritschel 1989). The redistribution of the nodes along
the contours is operated according to the local curvature
with a density depending on a parameter m. The surgery
splits one contour into two or merges together two con-
tours defining the same isoline when segments get closer
than a critical distance defined by the parameter d.

The validity of this approach for investigation of
stratospheric motions has been established by Waugh et
al. (1994). Our calculations use the CAS implementation
presented in Mariotti et al. (1997) and use parameter
values m 5 0.1 and d 5 0.0025, following Waugh et
al. (1994).
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